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Box 24.1: Common functions of self-criticism

Often, although not always, people notice that when they start imagining giving up their self-criticism, 
there will be an unpleasant, and painful consequence, which is usually related to the activation of the 
threat system. Let’s take a look at three different examples of this: 

•	 Leroy, a hardworking but struggling journalist, felt concerned that, without his self-critic, he would 
make mistakes and, ultimately, be unsuccessful and unhappy. 

•	 Claire, a kind and caring nurse struggling with burnout, was worried that without her self-critic, she 
would become arrogant and ‘too big for her boots’, and as a consequence, people wouldn’t like her. 

•	 Clive, a 50-year-old business manager who came to therapy for problems with assertiveness, realised 
that he feared that, without his self-critic, he would become very angry with people in his life. His 
concern was that without his self-critic keeping a lid on his anger, he could become a ‘tyrant’ and 
end up hurting and pushing people away.

To help you understand a little more about this, let’s take a look at some of the questions 
below, which have been taken from the Functions of Self-Criticism Scale, which was devel-
oped by Paul Gilbert and colleagues. The questionnaire measures two different functions of 
self-criticism: to self-correct/improve, and to persecute and punish. In the chart below we 
have given some examples of the two functions of self-criticism.

I get critical and angry with myself: Yes No

To make sure I keep up my standards. 

To stop myself being happy. 

To show I care about my mistakes. 

Because if I punish myself I feel better. 

To stop me being lazy. 

To harm part of myself. 

To keep myself in check. 

To punish myself for my mistakes. 

To stop me getting overconfident. 
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To stop me being angry with others. 

To make me concentrate. 

To gain reassurance from others.

To prevent future embarrassments. 

Self-reflection: Having completed the above, what do you think might be the function, or role, 
your self-criticism plays for you?

Origin: Where did your self-critic come from?

We can try and understand our self-critic by considering where it came from, and how it 
developed. There can be a number of origins, or sources of self-criticism:

1. Relational experiences: The types of relationships we had (or have) may play a role in shaping 
our self-criticism. For example, if we had relationships with people who were hostile, critical, 
rejecting or bullying, we may have learned to speak to ourselves in similar ways by directing 
criticism and hostility to ourselves.

2. Trauma: Self-criticism could be a result of traumatic life experiences. There is considerable 
research evidence that individuals who have experienced trauma, especially of an interpersonal 
nature, such as domestic violence, child abuse, or bullying, are more likely to have symptoms of 
shame and self-criticism.

3. Failure: Key setbacks and failures (e.g. being made redundant; disappointing exam results) can 
sometimes be a trigger for self-critical thoughts. For some people, public setbacks, particularly 
those that involve a sense of shame (being seen as ‘lesser’ by others), can trigger self-criticism.

4. Media: There is considerable evidence that messages from the media (adverts, movies and 
magazines), which portray ideas about how we should look (e.g. our body shape, facial features, 
clothing, etc.) and what type of possessions we should have (e.g. phones, bags, cars) can influence 
our sense of self (our self-esteem) and contribute to a sense of feeling ‘lesser than’, or inferior, 
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